Seminars

- Ethics – Prof. Marshall Missner
- Antarctica: Stark, Cold, Otherworldly Continent; Pt1 – Martha Wofford
- The Elements of Drama New Ways to Appreciating Theater – Multiple Speakers
- A Life of Happiness & Fulfillment – Dr. Raj Rahunathan
- Great Women Composers
- Broadway Musicals and the Movies – Rose Ann Roth
- Stock Market Volatility – Carl Stuart
- More Comic Opera – Dr. Paul Lehman
- US Navy
- APPLikable Law III: Even More Ins, Outs and Backstories of our Laws & Legal System – Daryle McGinnis
- History of the Mormon Church – Roger Launius
- Exploring End of Life Options – Nancy Walker
- Antarctica 1: The Otherworldly Continent – Martha Wofford
- American Education as It Was, Is, and Can Be – Sandy Kress
- The Evolution of Mass Music Technology – James Kerkhoff
- Ancient Technology; Gault Site Pt. II – Dr. Clark Wernecke & Dr. Tom Williams
- Explore Islamic Art and Architecture – Dilara Hafiz
- The History of Political Polarization: How We Got Where We Are Today – Dr. Richard Fonte
- Harnessing the Wind: America’s Golden Age of Sail – Todd Clayton
- Policing in Austin – Multiple Speakers
- History of Jazz – Multiple Speakers
- Geoscience – Multiple Speakers
- Comedy – Origins & Highlights – Abraham Vorensky
- What you don’t know about down below: Pelvic floor – Dr. Sara Sauder
Lectures

- Why do Lithium-Ion Batteries Explode and Burn – Prof Ofodike Ezekoye
- The Socratic Method – Ward Farnsworth
- Future of Downtown Austin – Dewitt Peart
- Austin Neighbors – Michael Barnes
- Austin Library Foundation – Tim Staley
- Mexican Underground Railway – Maria Hammack
- Stories from the Paramount Theater: From Houdini to Hepburn and Beyond – Jim Pills
- Math/environmental Biology – William Wolesensky
- Homelessness – Austin ECHO
- Reason Amidst Chaos: Sam Houston’s Lonely Effort to End the Civil War – James Haley
- Designing Our Own Future is better than the History of the Past – Jake Dunagan
- Tribalism – Prof. Dougherty
- GPS History – Walt Zavoli
- Father’s escape from Nazi Occupied France – Kris Zavoli
- Mindfulness Meditation – Rev. Dr. David Zuniga
- Austin Botanical Council – Mark Blumenthal
- Human Trafficking – Amanda Chiampi
- Diversity and Inclusion – Raji Srinivasin

Please note: select offerings at 9:30AM & 1:00PM will be available online to all members.

Our lineup of seminars and lectures are subject to change between now and throughout the Fall 2021 session which begins on October 01, 2021. Our programming will also change each fall, winter and spring to introduce new content based on the feedback and interests of our members and is chosen by each program’s respective curriculum committees.

Contact the UT OLLI office at (512) 471-3124 or utolli@austin.utexas.edu.